Let T be a tree, we show that the null space of the adjacency matrix of T has relevant information about the structure of T . We introduce the Null Decomposition of trees, and use it in order to get formulas for independence number and matching number of a tree. We also prove that the number of maximum matchings in a tree is related to the null decomposition.
Introduction
The Eigenspaces of graphs have been studied for many years. The standard references in the topic is Cvetković et al. (1997) . Fiedler (1975) was the first in studying graph structure with eigenvectors, see Fiedler (1975) . In 1988, Power used eigenvectors to study the connection structure of graphs, see Powers (1988) . The null space has been studied for many classes of graphs (paths, trees, cycles, circulant graphs, hypercubes, etc.). But, compared to the amount of research on spectral graph theory, the study of the eigenvector of graphs has received little attention.
The nullity of a tree can be given in an explicit form in terms of the matching number of the tree. In 2005, Fiorini, Gutman, and Sciriha, see Fiorini et al. (2005) , proved that among all the n-vertex trees whose vertex degree do not exceed a certain value D, the greatest nullity is n´2r n´1 D s. They also gave methods for constructing trees with maximum nullity. The work of Fiorini, Gutman and Sciriha is based on the fact that for any tree T holds nullpT q " vpT q´2νpT q, where νpT q is the matching number. This is another consequence of the well-known fact that for trees the characteristic and the matching polynomials are equal. Sander and Sander (2009) work with ideas similar to ours, see Sander and Sander (2009) , but with different aims. They present a very interesting composition-decomposi-tion technique that correlates tree eigenvectors with certain eigenvectors of an associated skeleton forest (via some contractions). They use the matching properties of a skeleton in order to determine the multiplicity of the corresponding tree eigenvalue. Their results allow them characterizing the tree that admit eigenspaces bases with consisting of vectors whose entries come from t´1, 0, 1u.
The purpose of this study is to determine which information about a trees could be obtained from the support of null space of its adjacency matrix. We will introduce a new family of trees, the S-trees, which are based on the non-zero entries of vectors in null space. We will show that every tree can be decomposed into a forest of S-trees and a forest of non-singular trees.
Our work can be seen how a further step (in a narrow sense) of the work of Nylen (Nylen (1998) ), and (part of) work of Neumaier (specifically, section 3 of Neumaier (1982) ); even though we were not aware of this former paper before finishing the present work. The null decomposition of trees allow us to note that Theorem 3.4 (ii) and Proposition 3.6 (ii)-(v) in Neumaier (1982) are not correct. Now we describe as the paper is organized. In Section 2 we set up notation and terminology, and also review some of the standard facts on graphs. Section 3 is concerned with the notion of support of vectors associated to graphs. Section 4 defines and studies S-trees. In Section 5 we state and prove our main result: the null decomposition of trees. We use it in order to obtain formulas for independence number and matching number of a tree. We also prove that the number of maximum matchings in a tree depends on its null decomposition.
Basics and notation
The material in this section is standard. We recommend that the reader starts reading from Section 3, and comes back to Section 2 only to clear any notation doubts.
As usual in combinatorics, rks :" t1,¨¨¨, ku. In this work we will only consider finite, loopless, simple graphs. Let G be a graph:
1. V pGq is the set of vertices of G, and vpGq :" |V pGq| denote its cardinality. An n-graph is a graph of order n.
2. For any S Ă V pGq, the subgraph induced by S in G is denoted by GxSy.
3.
EpGq is the set of edges of G, and epGq :" |EpGq| its size.
4. Let u " v denote that two vertices u and v of G are neighbors: tu, vu P EpGq.
5. Let N G pvq denote set of neighbors of v in G, if G is clear from the context we just write N pvq. The closed neighborhood of v is N rvs " N pvq Y tvu. For S Ă V pGq the closed neighborhood of S is N rSs :" ď uPS N rus 6. Let degpvq denote the degree of v, the cardinality of N pvq.
7. A vertex v of G is a pendant vertex if degpvq " 1.
8. Let u, v P V pGq, with G`tu, vu we denote the graph obtained by add the edge tu, vu to EpGq.
9. Let e P EpGq, with G´e we denote the graph obtained by remove the edge e from G, thus EpG´eq " EpGqzteu.
10. With R G we denote the vector space of all functions from V pGq to R, the set of real numbers. Let x P R, and v P V pGq, we usually write x v instead of xpvq.
11. Let θ denote the zero vector of a given vector space.
12. ApGq is the adjacency matrix of G, if G is clear from the context we drop G and just write A.
13. The rank of G is the rank of its adjacency matrix: rkpGq :" rkpApGqq. Given a matrix A, its transpose will be denoted by A t .
14. The null space of G is the null space of its adjacency matrix: N pGq :" N pApGqq.
15. The nullity of G is the nullity of its adjacency matrix: nullpGq :" nullpApGqq.
16. The spectrum of G is the set of different eigenvalues of ApGq, and it will be denoted by σpGq. Given an eigenvalue λ P σpGq the eigenspace associate to λ, denoted by E λ pGq, will be called λ-eigenspace of G.
17. Let G be a graph of order n, and let x be a vector of R n . For each vertex u P V pGq its x-neighborhood-weight is
where x v is the coordinate of x associated to the vertex v.
18. A set S of vertices of a graph G is an independent set in G if no two vertices in S are adjacent. αpGq denote the independence number of G, the cardinality of a maximum independent set in G.
19. A matching M in G is a set of pairwise non-adjacent edges; that is, no two edges in M share a common vertex. A vertex is saturated (by M ), if it is an endpoint of one of the edges in the matching M . Otherwise the vertex is non-saturated. νpT q is the matching number of T : cardinality of a maximum matching. The set of all maximum matchings of G is denoted by MpGq, the number of maximum matchings in G is mpGq " |MpGq|. The Edmond-Gallai vertices of G, denoted EGpGq, is the set of all vertices of G non-saturated by some maximum matching M in G.
20. A vertex cover of G is a set of vertices such that each edge of G is incident to at least one vertex of the set. The vertex cover number, denoted by τ pGq, is the size of a minimum vertex cover in G.
21.
A set S Ă V pGq is a dominating set of G if each vertex in V pGq is either in S or is adjacent to a vertex in S. The domination number γpGq is the minimun cardinality of a dominating set of G.
22.
A graph G is bipartite if its vertices can be partitioned in two sets in such a way that no edge join two vertices in the same set.
Theorem 2.1 (König-Egerváry). In any bipartite graph G, the number of edges in a maximum matching equals the number of vertices in a minimum vertex cover: νpGq " τ pGq.
The complement of a vertex cover in any graph is an independent set, thus the complement of a minimum vertex cover is a maximum independent set. Hence αpGq`τ pGq " vpGq
The independence number αpGq of a graph G and its domination number γpGq are related by γpGq ď αpGq
Supports
Definition 3.1. Let x be a vector of R n , the support of x is Supp R n pxq :" tv P rns :
Let S be a subset of R n . Then the support of S is
The cardinality of support of x is denoted by supp R n pxq :" | Supp R n pxq|.
For example, consider the following set of vectors of R 6 :
S " tp0, 1, 0,´1, 0, 0q t , p0, 0, 1,´1, 0, 0q t u Then Supp R 6 pSq " t2, 3, 4u, and supp R 6 pSq " 3. Note that there is a vector in a given subspace that has non-zero entry at a given coordinate if and only if in some (or, every) basis of the subspace there is a vector in the basis that has a non-zero at the same coordinate.
Lemma 3.2. Given a subspace S of R n , let B a basis of S, then
Supp
R n pSq " Supp R n pBq Lemma 3.3. Let W be a subspace of R n , and let S Ă Supp R n pW q, then there exist zpSq P W , such that S Ă Supp R n pzpSqq. Proof. Let S " ti 1 , . . . , i h u Ă rns. For each i j P S there exists a vector xpjq P W with non-zero j-coordinate: xpjq j ‰ 0. The following algorithm give a vector zpSq:
Algorithm 3.4. INPUT List of vectors txp1q, . . . , xphqu.
Nylen gave the following related result.
Lemma 3.5 (Lemma 7, Nylen (1998) ). Let W be a subspace of R n with dimension d ą 0. Then there exists a basis tw 1 , . . . , w d u of W satisfying
Our main interest lies on which properties of a tree are associated to the support of its null. For this reason, we talk about supports of graphs. Given a graph G, and
The adjacency matrix of the tree in Figure 1 is: The null space of T , N pT q, is the linear space generated by
The next two lemmata will be needed in the following section where it will be proved that the null space of trees have structural information. We start with an easy observation about supports of null spaces of a graph G: the neighbors of pendant vertices of a graph G are not in the support of the null space of G, i.e., the corresponding entries of any 0-eigenvector of G are zero.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a n-graph. If v is a pendant vertex of G, and u its neighbor, then u R Supp G pN pGqq.
Proof. If Supp G pN pGqq " H there is nothing to prove. Let x be a 0-eigenvector of ApGq. Then, as
Now we turn our attention to null space of trees. Throughout the rest of the work, SupppT q stands for Supp T pN pT qq. Similarly, supppT q stands for supp T pN pT qq.
The next lemma states the impossibility that two supported vertices of SupppT q are neighbors. This result is well know (see Neumaier (1982) , pag. 18). But we like our proof.
Lemma 3.7. Let T be a tree, and v P SupppT q, then N pvq X SupppT q " H.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there exist u 1 , u 2 P SupppT q such that they are neighbors. Then, by Lemma 3.3 there exists x, a 0-eigenvector of T , such that SupppT q " Supp T pxq, i.e., the non-null coordinates of x are those in SupppT q, in particular x u 1 ‰ 0 and x u 2 ‰ 0:
x z but u 1 P N pu 2 qXSupppT q, then there exists u 3 P N pu 2 q such that sgnpx u 3 q " sgnpx u 1 q. Now apply the same argument but with u 2 and u 3 in place of u 1 and u 2 respectively, we obtain a vertex u 4 P N pu 3 q X Supp T p), different from u 2 . Note that u 4 ‰ u 1 ; elsewhere we obtain a cycle, which contradicts the assumption that T is a tree. Continuing in this way, we obtain an infinite path each of whose vertices belongs to SupppT q. So we arrive at a contradiction.
S-Trees
We will prove that all trees are built with two types of bricks. In this section we will introduce the first class of bricks, they are a special kind of singular trees.
Let S be the tree in Figure 2 , we will see that S is an S-tree, but the tree in Figure 1 is not. The adjacency matrix of S is: Clearly 0 P σpSq, and the set tp0, 1, 0, 0,´1, 0, 0, 1q t , p0, 0, 1, 0,´1, 0, 0, 1q t , p0, 0, 0, 1,´1, 0, 0, 1q t , p0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,´1q t u is a basis of the 0-eigenspace of S. Thus, by Lemma 3. 2, SupppSq " t2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8u and
This prove that S is an S-tree.
Definition 4.2. Let S be an S-tree. The core of S, denoted by CorepSq, is defined to be the set of all the neighbors of some supported vertex of S:
We will denote by corepSq the cardinality of CorepSq.
There is just one S-tree without core, the tree of one vertex. Later we will define the notion core for arbitrary trees, see Definition 5.2. For S-tree, the core is set of all non-supported vertices:
Lemma 4.3. Let S be and S-tree. Then CorepSq " V pT qz SupppSq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 SupppSq is an independent set of S, then N pSupppSqqX V pSq " H. As S is an S-tree: V pSq " N rSupppSqs " SupppSq Y N pSupppSqq.
The next lemmata are technical but useful. The first one tells that every non-supported vertex of an S-tree has, as neighbors, at least two supported vertices.
Lemma 4.4. Let S be an S-tree. If v P CorepSq, thenˇˇN pvq X SupppSqˇˇě 2.
Proof. IfˇˇN pvq X SupppSqˇˇ" 0, then v R N " SupppSq ‰ , because it has no neighbors in SupppSq, but this implies S ‰ N " SupppSq ‰ , which is a contradiction because we assume that S is an S-tree. ThenˇˇN pvq X SupppSqˇˇą 0 for all v P CorepSq.
By Lemma 3.3 there exists z, a 0-eigenvector of S, such that SupppSq " Supp S pzq. Then, as ω z pvq " 0, there are at least two vertices of N pvq such that its respective coordinates in z are non-zero.
Roughly speaking, the next lemma says that the core-vertices of an Stree fulfills the Hall's condition, see Jukna (2013) . Hence, in any S-tree there are more supported vertices than core vertices.
Lemma 4.5 (Hall's condition for S-trees). Let S be an S-tree. If U Ă CorepSq, then |N pU q X SupppSq| ą |U |.
Proof. By induction over the cardinality of U . If |U | " 1, then, by Lemma 4.4, |N pU q X SupppSq| ě 2 ą 1 " |U |. Assume the lemma holds if |U | ă k, with k ě 2. Let U Ă CorepSq with |U | " k. Let v be a vertex of U . Let W 1 ,¨¨¨, W t be the trees of the forest SxpU´vq Y pN pU´vq X SupppSqqy. Set U i " V pW i q X U , for i P rts. As |U i | ă k, by inductive hypothesis,
As S is a tree, for i P rts holds |N S pvq X V pW i q X SupppSq| ď 1, otherwise we will get a cycle in S.
If |N pvq X SupppSq| ą t, then |`N pvq X SupppSq˘zN pU´vq| ě 1. Therefore |N pU q X SupppSq| " |N pU´vq X SupppSq|`|`N pvq X SupppSq˘zN pU´vq| ě |U´v|`t`1 ą |U | If |N pvq X SupppSq| ď t, then t ě 2. Hence |U´v|`t ą |U |. Therefore |N pU q X SupppSq| " |N pU´vq X SupppSq|`|`N pvq X SupppSq˘zN pU´vq| ě |U´v|`t ą |U | Corollary 4.6. Let S be an S-tree. There exists a matching M in S of cardinality corepSq, and each edge of M has as incidents vertices a vertex of CorepSq and a vertex of SupppSq.
Recall that MpGq is the set of all maximum matchings of a graphs G, and mpGq :" |MpGq|.
Theorem 4.7. Let S be an S-tree. Then for all M P MpSq, and for all e P M we have that |e X CorepSq| " 1.
Proof. Let M be a matching in S and e P M . Then, as supported vertices are never neighbors in an S-tree, e X CorepSq ‰ H. If there exists e P M such that e Ă CorepSq, then, by pigeonhole principle, |M | ă corepSq. Therefore, by Corollary 4.6, M R MpSq.
Corollary 4.8. Let S be an S-tree. If vpSq " 1, then νpSq " 1, otherwise νpSq " corepSq.
From König-Egerváry Theorem and the previous corollary we deduce that τ pSq " corepSq.
Theorem 4.9. Let S be an S-tree. Then αpSq " supppSq and SupppSq is the unique maximum independent set of S.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 the supported vertices of S are independent, therefore αpSq ě supppSq. Let U Ă V pSq be an independent set of S. Write U 1 " U X SupppSq and U 2 " U zS 1 . Assume U 2 ‰ H. As U 2 Ă CorepSq. From Lemma 4.5 there exists a set W Ă SupppSq such that |W | ą |U 2 |, and W Ă N pU 2 q. As U is an independent set of S, it follows that W X U 1 " H.
Hence SupppSq is an independent set of maximum cardinality.
Theorem 4.10. If S is an S-tree, then τ pSq " corepSq. Furthermore CorepSq is the unique minimum vertex cover of S.
Proof. As τ pSq`αpSq " vpSq, we conclude that τ pSq " vpSq´αpSq " corepSq. As the complement of any vertex cover set is an independent set, from Theorem 4.9, we deduce that CorepSq is the unique minimum vertex cover of S.
Let M be a matching in a graph G, in what follows, V pM q stands for the set of vertices of M .
Lemma 4.11. Let S be an S-tree. If v P SupppSq, then there exists M P MpSq such that v R V pM q.
Proof. Let M be a maximum matching. If v R V pM q then there is nothing to prove. Hence assume that v P V pM q. We will build a maximum matching from M which do not saturate v.
Algorithm 4.12. Desaturater algorithm:
1. INPUT: An S-tree S, a matching maximum M P MpSq, a vertex v P SupppSq X V pM q.
2. P " v, the desaturater-path.
3. u " v.
WHILE u P V pM q:
(a) CHOSE c P V pSq such that tu, cu P M .
(b) IF`N S pcq X SupppSq˘zV pM q ‰ H:
i. CHOSE u P`N S pcq X SupppSq˘zV pM q ELSE, CHOSE u P`N S pcq X SupppSq˘zu (c) P " P`tc, uu 5. OUTPUT: the symmetric difference (of edges) between M and P .
M " M P
ClearlyM is maximum matching, and v R V pM q.
Theorem 4.13. If S is an S-tree, then EGpSq " SupppSq.
Proof. Just use Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.11.
Let S be an S-tree of order 3 or more, by definition, CorepSq is a dominating set of S (remember that SupppSq is an independent set of S), then γpSq ď corepSq. In the S-tree S in Figure 3 , D " t1, 3, 5, 7, 10u is a minimum dominating set, in this case γpSq " |D| " 5 ă 7 " corepSq. Even more, no subset of CorepSq " t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7u is a minimum dominating set of T . 
Null Decomposition of Trees
A tree T is non-singular tree, N-tree for short, if its adjacency matrix ApT q is invertible. Thus T is a N-tree if and only if T has a perfect matching, see Bapat (2014) . By König-Egerváry Theorem, if T is a N-tree, αpT q " vpT q 2 . The distance between two pendant vertices of a N-tree is always greater than 2. Hence lpT q ď γpT q ď vpT q 2 , where lpT q :" |tv P V pT q : degpvq " 1u|.
Definition 5.1. Let T be a tree. The S-Set of T, denoted by F S pT q, is defined to be the set of connected components of the forest induced by the closed neighbor of SupppT q in T :
The N-set of T, denoted by F N pT q, is defined to be the set of connected components of the remaining forest:
The pair of sets pF S pT q, F N pTis called the null decomposition of T .
We think the sets F S pT q and F N pT q as forests. Thus EpF S pTis the set of edges of all trees in F S pT q. With V pF N pTwe denote the set of vertices of all trees in F N pT q. Even some times we talk about the S-forest F S pT q instead of S-set, and the about the N-forest F N pT q instead of N-set.
Definition 5.2. Let T be a tree, the core of T , denoted by CorepT q, is the set CorepT q :" N pSupppT qq
As before, corepT q " | CorepT q|.
In the following lemma we collect together some observations about null decomposition of a tree T , for referential issues.
Lemma 5.3. Let T be a tree. Then for S P F S pT q 1. The sets SupppT q, CorepT q, and V pF N pTare a partition of V pT q, in a weak sense (some of the sets can be empty sets).
2. Let v P SupppT q, and S P F S pT q. If v P e P EpT q, then e P EpSq, i.e. N S pvq " N T pvq.
3. If S P F S pT q, then vpSq ě 3.
4. N rSupppT q X V pSqs " N rSupppT qs X V pSq " V pSq.
5. N pSupppT q X V pSqq " N pSupppTX V pSq.
Proof. 1, 2 and 3 are direct. For 3, note that S is a connected component of T @ N " SupppT q ‰D , therefore N rSupppT qs X V pSq " V pSq. Let v P N rSupppT q X V pSqs. If v P SupppT q, then u P N rSupppT qs X V pSq. If v R SupppT q, then must exist u P SupppT q such that u " v. As u, v are in the same connected component of T @ N " SupppT q ‰D , and S is the connected component of T @ N " SupppT q ‰D where v is, we conclude that u P V pSq. Hence u P N rSupppT qs X V pSq. Thus N rSupppT q X V pSqs Ă N rSupppT qs X V pSq. Similar arguments prove the rest of the statements.
For any tree T there is a set of edges in EpT q that are not edges neither of any tree in F S pT q, nor of any tree in F N pT q. We denoted them by Conn-EpT q:
Conn-EpT q :" EpT qz pEpF S pTY EpF N pTNote that for all e P Conn-EpT q, we have that e X V pCorepT‰ H and e X V pF N pT‰ H.
Given S P F S pT q and N P F N pT q we say that S and N are adjacent parts, denoted by S " N , if there exists e P Conn-EpT q such that eXV pSq ‰ H and eXV pN q ‰ H. The set of all the vertices of T incident to a connection edge is denoted by V pConn-EpT qq.
For example, consider the tree in Figure 4 , its S-set is F S pT q " tT xt1, 2, 3uy, T xt4, 5, 6, 7, 8uy, T xt9, 10, 11, 12uyu " tS 1 , S 2 , S 3 u and its N-Set is
The connection edges of T are
Conn-EpT q " tt1, 13u, t4, 14u, t9, 13u, t9, 16uu
and V pConn-EpT" t1, 4, 9, 13, 14, 16u. The core of T is CorepT q " t1, 4, 5, 9u. Note that CorepS 1 q " t1u, CorepS 2 q " t4, 5u, and CorepS 3 q " t9u. The support of T is SupppT q " t2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12u . Note that SupppS 1 q " t2, 3u, SupppS 2 q " t6, 7, 8u, and SupppS 3 q " t10, 11, 12u. Given a graph G, let x be a vector of R G . Let H be a subgraph of G. Then x å G H is the vector that we obtain when we restrict x to the coordinates (vertices) associated to H. For example, consider the tree T in Figure 4 . Let x t " p2, 4, . . . , 36q P R T . Then px å T S2 q t " p8, 10, 12, 14, 16q
For any n-graph G and any m-induced-sugbraph H ď G, given x P R H , whose coordinates are indexed by V pHq, with x ä G H we write the lift of x to a vector of R G in the following way
• For any u P V pGqzV pHq, px ä G H q u " 0.
• For any u P V pHq, px ä
Consider the tree T and the subtree S 3 , see Figure 4 . Let x t " p1, 2, 3, 4q P R S 3 . Then . Let T be a tree. The S-set F S pT q of T is or an empty set, or a set of S-trees.
S " 0 for all S P F S pT q. Proof of the claim: Let S P F S pT q, and v P V pSq, as pApTvz " 0 for all z P V pF S pT qqzV pSq, and
Corollary 5.5. Let T be a tree, and S P F S pT q. Then 1. SupppSq " SupppT q X V pSq.
SupppT q "
Ť SPF S pT q SupppSq.
3. CorepSq " CorepT q X V pSq.
4.
CorepT q " Ť SPF S pT q CorepSq.
Proof. 1. Note that from the proof of Theorem 5.4, we know that SupppT q X V pSq Ă SupppSq. Assume that exists v P SupppSqz SupppT q. As v P SupppSq Ă V pSq must exist u P SupppT q such that u " v. As u, v are in the same connected component of T @ N " SupppT q ‰D , u, v P V pSq. This implies that u P SupppSq, thus we arrive at a contradiction, because SupppSq is an independent set of S.
2. Just note that
4. Just note that
if v R V pSq, and N T pvq X V pSq " H, x w if v R V pSq, and N T pvq X V pSq " twu.
If w P V pSq and N S pwq ‰ N T pwq, then w R SupppSq. Hence x w " 0. Therefore ApT q x ä T S " θ. Corollary 5.6. Let T be a tree. Then 1. Let S 1 , S 2 P F S pT q, x 1 P N pS 1 q, and x 2 P N pS 2 q, then
2. For all S P F S pT q, and for all xpSq P N pSq
is a vector of N pT q.
Proof. Note that we can obtain a base of N pT q by taken a base for each S P F S pT q, i.e., let B S :" tbpSq 1 , . . . , bpSq npSq u be a base of N pSq, for each S P F S pT q. We take the lift of each one:
is a base of N pT q.
Thus, for the tree T in Figure 4 , we have that N pS 1 q " xtp0,´1, 1q t uy, N pS 2 q " xtp0, 0, 1,´1, 1q t uy, and N pS 3 q " xtp0, 1,´1, 0q t , p0, 1, 0,´1q t uy. Therefore N pT q is spanning by te 2´e3 , e 6´e7`e8 , e 10´e11 , e 10´e12 u.
Next lemma builds, from a maximum matching in T , a maximum matching which does not use any connection edges.
Lemma 5.8. Let T be a tree. There exists a maximum matching M in T such that M X Conn-EpT q " H.
Proof. Let M be a maximum matching of T such that M X Conn-EpT q ‰ H. The following algorithm give us a new maximum matchingM such that |M X Conn-EpT q| ă |M X Conn-EpT q|.
Algorithm 5.9. S-Matching algorithm.
1. INPUT: M P MpT q , an edge e P M X Conn-EpT q, and S P F S pT q such that e X V pSq ‰ H 2. i " 0.
3. u i P e X V pSq.
4. WHILE N S pu i qzV pM q " H:
6. CHOSE v i P pN S pu i´1 qzV pM q.
OUTPUTM
:" M z˜e
Repeated applications of the S-Matching algorithm prove the lemma.
Let T be a tree. For any e P Conn-EpT q, we denote S e P F S pT q and N e P F N pT q to the parts of T connected by e. Let u P CorepS e q and v P V pN e q, we denoted by T pe, u, vq the tree obtained from T by replacing e for tu, vu in EpT q: T pe, u, vq " T´e`tu, vu.
Lemma 5.10. Let T be a tree T , and e P Conn-EpT q. For each u P CorepS e q and for each v P V pN e q we have that Let T be a tree, and u, v P V pT q, here and subsequently, T pu Ñ vq stands for the following subtree of T :
T pu Ñ vq :" T xtx P V pT q : v P V puP T xquy See Figure 5 . Definition 5.11. Let S be an S-tree, and c P CorepSq. Given v, a vertex, v R V pSq, with S`s tc, vuq we denote the tree with vertex set V pS`s tc, vuq " V pSq Y tvu, and edge set EpS`s tc, vuq " EpSq Y tc, vu.
Usually, we do not care about to which core-vertex the new vertex v is added, in this cases we just write S`s v. See Figure 6 .
Lemma 5.12. Let S be an S-tree, and v a vertex such that v R V pSq. Then S`s v is an S-tree.
Proof. Clearly N pSq ä S`s v S Ă N pS`s vq. Let x P R S such that Supp S pxq " SupppSq. Let u P N S pcq, where c P CorepSq is the vertex of S that form the new edge tc, vu, and α P p0, 1q. Define y P R S`sv as
x w otherwise. Theorem 5.13. Let T be a tree, the N-set F N pT q of T is or an empty set, or a set of N-trees.
Proof. Assume there exists N P F N pT q such that N is a singular tree. Then F S pN q ‰ H. Let S 0 P F S pN q, an S-tree of N . Note that SupppS 0 q X SupppT q " H.
This implies that SupppS 0 q Ă X SupppT q, which is a contradiction. Let S 1 , . . . , S k the S-trees of T adjacent to S 0 via supported vertices of S 0 . For each i P rks, let u i P SupppS 0 q the vertex of S 0 neighbor of some vertex of S i . Let x i P N pS i`s u i q such that SupppS i`s u i q "
. Then
is a vector of N pT q, hence S 0 Ă SupppT q, which is a contradiction.
This theorem can also be proved by using Lemma 5.10. Here a sketch of the proof. As in the proof, let S 0 be an S-part of some tree in F N pT q. Let u P CorepS 0 q. We change all the connection edges from S 0 to some S-part of T , by replacing its S 0 vertices by v. By Lemma 5.10, this new tree has the same null space as T , but in this new tree SupppS 0 q is a subset of its support, which is a contradiction. Now we have three corollaries, the first one tells that every connection edge is never in a maximum matching.
Corollary 5.14. Let T be a tree, and a maximum matching M P MpT q. Then M X Conn-EpT q " H.
Proof. Let M P MpT q such that M X Conn-EpT q ‰ H. Repeated applications of the S-Matching algorithm 5.9 give a matchingM P MpT q such that M X Conn-EpT q " H and epM q " epM q. Note thatM do not uses all vertices in F N pT q. Let M pN q be the perfect matching in N , with N P F N pT q.
is a matching of T such that epM q ă epM q, which is a contradiction.
Our next result gives the matching number and the independence number of a tree in terms its core, its support, and its N-forest.
Corollary 5.15. Let T be a tree. Then
Proof. By Corolary 5.14, any maximum matching in T must be maximum matching in each part of the null decomposition of T . Then νpT q " corepT qv
. Hence, by König-Ergerváry Theorem αpT q " supppT q`v
The tree T in Figure 4 has matching number νpT q " 4`6 2 " 7, and independence number αpT q " 8`6 2 " 11.
Since 1964, it is known that for trees, the characteristic and the matching polynomials are the same, see Sachs (1964) . Therefore mpT q, the number of maximum matching of the tree T , equals the product of all nonzero eigenvalues of T . The matching polynomial of a graph had been study in many other papers, see for example Farrell (1979) , Godsil and Gutman (1981) , and Godsil (1995) . In 1981, Godsil proved that the characteristic and the matching polynomial are equal if and only if the graph is a forest, see Godsil and Gutman (1981) . In 1995, Godsil proved that the number of vertices missed by a maximum matching in a graph G is the multiplicity of zero as a root of its matching polynomial, see Godsil (1995) . This result are all direct consequences of the Sachs theorem, see Theorem 3.8, pag.31 in Bapat (2014) . Determine the family of n-trees that maximize mpT q, the number of maximum matching in a tree T , is a hard problem solved in see Heuberger and Wagner (2011) . The third corollary is a new way to think about this interesting problem: The number of maximum matching only depends on the S-set.
Corollary 5.16. Let T be a tree. Then mpT q " ź SPF S pT q mpSq The tree T in Figure 4 has mpT q " mpS 1 q mpS 2 q mpS 3 q " 2¨3¨3 " 18 maximum matchings.
Use this corollary in order to characterizing the trees that maximize mpT q is a pending work.
As we pointed before, our work can be seen as a further step of the work of Nylen (Nylen (1998) ), and part of work of Neumaier (specifically, section 3 of Neumaier (1982) ); even though we were not aware of this former paper after finishing this work. The null decomposition of trees allow us to give counterexamples to Theorem 3.4 (ii) and Proposition 3.6 (ii)-(v) in Neumaier (1982) . In order to do that we will write Neumaier result in our language.
In section 3 of Neumaier (1982) were introduced the following notions associated to the possible zero entries of tree eigenvector. Let T be a tree, a vertex u P V pT q is λ-essential if there is a λ-eigenvector x with x u ‰ 0, thus 0-essential vertices are our supported vertices. The vertex u is λ-special if it is not essential, but neighbor of some essential vertex, and the vertex is λ-inessential otherwise. Thus 0-special vertices are our core vertices and the 0-inessential are N-vertices (vertices of the N-forest of T ).
The part (ii) of Theorem 3.4 in Neumaier (1982) says: Let T be a tree with λ an eigenvalue of T of multiplicity k. If u is an inessential vertex of T , then λ is an eigenvalue of T´u of multiplicity k. The tree in Figure 1 is a counterexample for this statement: the 0-essential vertices of T are t2, 3, 4u, T has only one 0-special vertex: 1, and t5, 6u are 0-inessential. The nullity of T is 2 and the nullity of T´t6u is 3.
The tree in Figure 1 is also a counterexample to Proposition 3.6 parts (ii)-(v) in Neumaier (1982) : Let T be a tree of order n, then (ii) No vertex of T is 0-inessential.
(iii) A vertex is 0-special if and only if it is common to all maximum matching.
(iv) An edge of T contains one or two 0-special vertices.
(v) There are exactly νpT q 0-special vertices, and every edge of a maximum matching contains a unique 0-special vertex.
All this statements are true if and only if T is an S-tree.
